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Brihaspati ends its thirteen month long transit in its uccha rashi, Karka, and enters Simha, the
sign ruled by Surya today, 14th July 2015. Simha or Leo is a mitra-rashi or friendly sign for
Jupiter. Brihaspati generally plays a beneficial and positive role during its transit in Simha. It will
stay in Leo till 11th August 2016. During this 2015-2016 transit in Simha, Brihaspati will be
joined by Rahu on 30th January 2015 forming a Guru-Chandal yoga till 11th August 2016. 

The previous transit of Jupiter in Leo was from 30th July 2003 to 27th August 2004. And, the
next similar transit of Brihaspati in Simha will be in 2026-2027, first from 31st October 2026 to
25th January 2027 and then from 26th June 2027 to November 26th 2027. 
  
While Cancer is a movable sign and brings fast changes, radical laws and policies and keeps
the leaders and countries moving forward in search of progress, Simha is a fixed sign which
slows down the pace of changes and brings about more steady, stable, manageable changes
which have long term results. In some cases it brings about long term stagnation or lack of
progress too. Brihaspati in Simha basically motivates the implementation and management of
the changes which were initiated during its Karka transit. 

In politics, this transit will bring setbacks for the ruling parties across the world as the
dissatisfaction against them increases due to failure to properly implement the promises by
them. There are high chances of internal conflicts, civil unrest and wars. In business, there will
progress in Information Technology and Engineering sectors. Sales of arms and ammunitions
across the world will increase. The traditional and old styled businesses will do better than the
start ups. 

The effect of this transit of Brihaspati in Simha on the twelve moon signs and ascendants will be
as follows -

1. Aries - Mesh: Initial good progress in education with a change in the course of studies from
February 2016; birth of a child in the family; better income; long distance travels; better health.

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Better job offers; change of job; good progress in business; gains from
sale or purchase of property; change of residence; health problems related to heart, liver and
pancreas; losses related to vehicle; better relations with parents.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Change of job; continuation of stress and worries related to work; increase
in income; short term long distance journeys; better health; increase in confidence and risk
taking tendency; gains from risky or speculative endeavours; better chances of marriage.

4. Cancer - Karka: Health issues related to liver, pancreas, mouth and eyes; better relations
with relatives and members of extended family; more worries about savings and investments;
unexpected gains from a forgotten investment; positive changes in profession; increase in fame
and social recognition.

5. Leo - Simha: Better health; better confidence; good progress in education; increase in risk
taking tendency; sudden gains of money; better relations with family members and in laws;
change of residence; better chances of marriage for the unmarried.
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6. Virgo - Kanya: Change of residence with a possible relocation to another city or country;
health problems related to heart, liver and diabetes; damages to personal vehicle; marital
discord; separation from spouse; increase in expenses; acquisition of an expensive residential
property; legal hassles.

7. Libra - Tula: Huge and sudden monetary gains; increase in regular income too; gain of
money blocked in bad investments; good time to take institutional loans; frequent fruitful
journeys; better chances of marriage for the single; more satisfactory love life. 

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Better job at a better position; improvement and progress in business
after some initial changes; better confidence; good progress and success in educational
endeavours; better relations with parents and other family members; social recognition, awards
and increase in fame; acquisition of lucrative property; purchase of a new vehicle.

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Better health; long distance travels; pilgrimages; relocation to another
city or migration to another nation; good gains from business related to import or export;
improved creativity and artistic abilities.

10. Capricorn - Makar: Health problems related to bones, liver, gall bladder and blood sugar;
lack in confidence; increase in wasteful expenditure; legal hassles; bad relations with siblings,
in-laws and other relatives; sudden huge losses in job and business. 

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Better income; decrease in expenses; improvement in job and
business; better health; decrease in personal debt; more difficulties in marriage; spouse will
have health problems; extra marital affairs.

12. Pisces - Meen: Serious health problems; increase in personal and business debt;
increased monetary losses and wasteful expenditures, legal hassles, more worries about health
of the parents; souring of relations with superiors and colleagues at work; increase in number of
rivals and enemies; big setbacks and losses in job and business.
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